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Italian Wine & Spirits

Company Profile
Our company was born from the experience of over 30 years in the
IMPORT / EXPORT international trade. LTB Global is part of a group of
companies that give us the opportunity to cover all aspects of the
Import / Export sector with entire resources. From the ICT sector, to
logistics, to distribution on the national and European territory. The
activity takes place on some company branches (divisions) with
specialized know-how in the sector. To date, the sectors we cover are
mainly those of the import and distribution of alcoholic and nonalcoholic beverages. Thus was born Divini Spiritus, the branch that deals
with the distribution of these products for the national territory and
the export of Italian wine & spirits excellence.
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wines

DOMANDA
From Pidemont, a
selection of great
italian wines.
Nebbiolo, Barbera,
Grignolino & native
pidemont grapes.

The winery
The history of the Domanda winery has deep and long-lived roots, attested since the late
nineteenth century: it was, in fact, that the head of the family Massimo Domanda, born in
1881, already owner of numerous vineyards in the Calosso area, began the production of
native Piedmontese wines, starting primarily from Moscato. It is precisely from here that,
with the production of Moscato wine, the wine company of the Domanda family was born.
Subsequently, it was the son Dino - born in 1919 - and later his heir Mario who, starting
from the seventies, dedicated themselves with tenacity to the development of the business,
extending the production to new typically Piedmontese red wines, with particular
attention respecting the traditions and biological balance of the territory and
gradually introducing new varieties, ideal for the production of white wines.

Calosso
Calosso, a small town of about 1300 inhabitants, rises right on these slopes, between the
Langhe and Monferrato, about 23 km south of the city of Asti.
Vast expanses of vineyards branch out harmoniously throughout the territory which has
become part of the Unesco Heritage since 2014.
Calosso, a land of wines from time immemorial, is one of the municipalities that hosts the
numerous wineries of Piedmont, an environment that has always been frequented by both
connoisseurs and wine lovers from all over the world.

The vines
The territory of Calosso extends for about 1,238 hectares, of which 1,000 are planted with
vineyards, these are the lands of origin of Moscato d'Asti, but also of renowned red wines
such as Barbera, Dolcetto, Grignolino, Freisa, Calosso Doc and Nebbiolo or equally
precious white wines, such as Chardonnay and Piemonte Doc.
It is precisely the vineyards and the dedication of those who work there, which
contribute to gradually increasing the prestige of the wines produced here, year after
year.

WHITE
WINES
Casera

Moscato D'Asti DOCG
Production zone
Calosso (AT) Pidemont - ITALY
SOIL
Calcareous clayley with
presence of sand.
GRAPES
100% White Moscato Grapes
HARVEST 2020
ABV 5

APPEARANCE
Straw yellow with greenish reflections
PERFUME
captivating, of great freshness and
intensity. It reveals decisive fruity notes
among which sage undoubtedly prevails
PALATE
Wide and enveloping, it is not excessively
sweet; the typical aroma of Muscat
grapes is naturally predominant and has
a very long and delicious finish
SERVICE TEMPERATURE
9-10 degrees

WHITE
WINES
LANGHE FAVORITA
LANGHE DOC

Production zone
Calosso & Neviglie (AT)
Pidemont - ITALY
SOIL
Calcareous clayley
GRAPES
100% FAVORITA Grapes
HARVEST 2020
ABV 12.5
APPEARANCE
Straw yellow accentuated by
greenish notes
SMELL
The scent is enveloping, delicate and
citrus, lime blossom and exotic fruit
are perceived
PALATE
It is fresh, graceful with a somewhat
mineral finish
SERVICE TEMPERATURE
10-12 degrees

SPARKLING
WINES
VALERI'

Rose' sparkling brut DOC
Production zone
Calosso (AT) Pidemont - ITALY
SOIL
Calcareous clayley with
presence of sand
GRAPES
100% nebbiolo Grapes
HARVEST 2018
ABV 13

APPEARANCE
Very bright coral pink color with a
fine and persistent perlage
PERFUME
There are clear notes of red fruits,
shades of apple and tropical fruits
PALATE
Crisp and lively structured, with a
long and well-balanced finish
SERVICE TEMPERATURE
8-10 degrees

RED
WINES
Crevacuore

Barbera Asti DOCG
Production zone
Calosso (AT) Pidemont - ITALY
SOIL
Calcareous clayley with
presence of sands
GRAPES
100% BARBERA Grapes
HARVEST 2016
ABV 16

APPEARANCE
Purple with brilliant ruby
reflections
PERFUME
Its bouquet is elegant, complex
and rich with notes of ripe fruit,
black cherry, vanilla, cocoa and
coffee
PALATE
Very warm and broad on the
palate, which reaches a marked
rapidity, on a velvety and silky
finish
SERVICE TEMPERATURE
18-20 degrees

RED
WINES
ELEN

Freisa Asti DOC

Production zone
Calosso (AT) Pidemont - ITALY
SOIL
Calcareous clayley with
presence of sands
GRAPES
100% freisa Grapes
HARVEST 2020
ABV 11

APPEARANCE
Wine of intense color and
moderate vivacity
PERFUME
Aromas of wild berries among
which the characteristic note of
raspberry prevails
PALATE
It is sweet with a good freshness
and a slight tannic vein resulting
in a product with a strong
character but at the same time
easy to drink
SERVICE TEMPERATURE
12-15 degrees

RED
WINES
MARGA'

Barbera ASTI DOCG
Production zone
Calosso (AT) Pidemont - ITALY
SOIL
Calcareous clayley with
presence of sand.
GRAPES
100% Barbera Grapes
HARVEST 2018
ABV 14

APPEARANCE
Ruby red with violet reflections
PERFUME
Rich in hints of red fruits such as
black currant and cherry
PALATE
Harmonious, it fills the palate
with its warm and complex taste of
blackberries and currants, nice
sapidity on the finish
SERVICE TEMPERATURE
18-20 degrees

RED
WINES
DINO

Dolcetto Asti DOC
Production zone
Nizza Monferrato(AT)
Pidemont - ITALY
SOIL
Calcareous clayley
GRAPES
100% Dolcetto Grapes
HARVEST 2020
ABV 13

APPEARANCE
Cherry red with purple
reflections
PERFUME
Elegant notes reminiscent of
elderberries, strawberry and
pepper
PALATE
Fresh and juicy red fruits, light
body with a finish of ripe fruit
SERVICE TEMPERATURE
18-20 degrees

RED
WINES
LICE

NEBBIOLO ALBA DOC

Production zone
Castellinado D'alba (CN)
Pidemont - ITALY
SOIL
Calcareous clayley with
presence of sand.
GRAPES
100% Nebbiolo Grapes
HARVEST 2016
ABV 15
APPEARANCE
Garnet red with varying intensity
in relation to the vintage
PERFUME
Complex, elegant bouquet with
evident notes of blackcurrant,
licorice and spices.
PALATE
It is silky, warm with sweet tannins
that ennoble the rich drink. It
releases sensations that evolve
continuously from ripe fruit to
vanilla
SERVICE TEMPERATURE
18-20 degrees

RED
WINES
ARMENTINO

GRIGNOLINO DOC

Production zone
AGLIANO (AT) Pidemont - ITALY
SOIL
Calcareous clayley with
presence of sand
GRAPES
100% Grignolino Grapes
HARVEST 2020
ABV 12,5
APPEARANCE
Light ruby red with a tendency to
an orange hue after the first 12
months in the bottle
PERFUME
Flowery and delicate with typical
hints of morello cherry and
delicate appearances of oriental
spices
PALATE
Dry and harmonious, warm and
pleasant with a refined slightly
tannic aftertaste
SERVICE TEMPERATURE
15-18 degrees

ERBALUCE
CALUSO
From Pidemont, a
selection of great
italian wines.
Nebbiolo, Barbera,
Grignolino & native
pidemont grapes.

Legend of the Erbaluce di Caluso
Erbaluce, one of the seven Italian grape varieties whose name is inextricably linked to the
territory, is produced only in the Canavese area. A surprising and deep white wine, capable
of reaching considerable complexity, it was among the first Italian wines to obtain the
DOC in 1967. Its name, full of charm, is due to the tale of Albaluce. Legend has it that once
upon a time these hills were populated by nymphs and gods worshiped by men. The Dawn
and the Sun, in love but never destined to meet, were among them. From their love, thanks
to an eclipse and the intercession of the Moon, the nymph Albaluce was born, whose
beauty and grace prompted man to offer all sorts of gifts and homage. Deprived of all
sustenance, man sought new fertile lands by diverting the course of the lake which,
however, overwhelmed everything, sowing death. The pain was such that from Albaluce's
tears dripped into the ground vine shoots with sweet fruits, a white grape called
Erbaluce, were born.
The first news of the Erbaluce vine dates back to 1606, when it is mentioned in one of his
books by Giovan Battista Croce, jeweler at the Duke Carlo Emanuele I. The name of the vine
derives from the color that the berries take on in autumn: the pink and warm reflections
are they are more intense, amber, in the parts exposed to the sun. This Doc is produced in
different types: in addition to still wine there are the Spumante and Passito versions.

Erbaluce Producers Winery in Caluso
The Cantina Produttori Erbaluce di Caluso, founded in 1975 and made up of 160 members,
associates about 80% of Caluso's producers. The cellar is also used as an educational
laboratory by the students of the Ubertini Agricultural Institute.
Sophisticated equipment and vinification techniques allow to obtain final products with
a high quality level in compliance with the parameters contained in the specifications of
the three types of Erbaluce di Caluso DOCG and Canavese DOC.
The modern bottling line with high production capacity allows the valuable part of the
product to be bottled, while the remaining part is sold in bulk directly at its factory.
The spearhead of the production is certainly Caluso Passito, obtained by drying the grapes
on racks for at least 5/6 months and aging for at least three years. The Erbaluce di Caluso
"Fiordighiaccio" is instead obtained with a selection of the best Erbaluce grapes that give
the wine more intense aromas and aromas.
Recently produced are the Caluso Spumante "Cuvée Soleil" obtained with the Charmat
method and the Goccia d 'Oro obtained with the classic method based on Erbaluce di
Caluso.

WHITE
WINES
FIORDIGHIACCIO

Erbaluce di Caluso D.O.C.G.
Production zone
CALUSO (TO) Pidemont - ITALY
SOIL
siliceous soil enclosed in the
embrace of the morainic
amphitheater of the Serra moraine
hill
GRAPES
100% ERBALUCE RAPES
FIORDIGHIACCIO is obtained from a
selection of the best Erbaluce di
Caluso grapes subjected to a
cryomaceration process before
pressing; this process enhances the
organoleptic characteristics.
HARVEST 2020
ABV 12.5

APPEARANCE
It is a wine with a color that varies
from pale straw yellow with hints
of white flowers, exotic fruit and
citrus notes. On the palate
it presents itself with a harmonious,
full and persistent taste.
SERVICE TEMPERATURE
8-10 degrees

WHITE
WINES
L'ERBALUCE

Erbaluce di Caluso D.O.C.G.
Production zone
CALUSO (TO) Pidemont - ITALY
SOIL
siliceous soil enclosed in the embrace
of the morainic amphitheater of the
Serra moraine hill
GRAPES
100 % ERBALUCE GRAPES
Erbaluce di Caluso is a product of the
vine of the same name whose
cultivation takes place on the
Canavese moraine hills; the Calusiesi
vineyards, thanks to the particular
conditions of the soil and a very
favorable climate, allow to obtain a
unique and unmistakable wine in the
panorama of Piedmontese white wines.
HARVEST 2020
ABV 12

APPEARANCE
Pale straw yellow color with greenish
reflections; on the nose hints of
elderflower, acacia and sage. In the
mouth the taste is dry, fresh with a
pleasant and persistent aftertaste.
SERVICE TEMPERATURE
8-10 degrees

RED
WINES
CANAVESE - BARREL AGED
CANAVESE D.O.C.

Production zone
CALUSO (TO) Pidemont - ITALY
SOIL
siliceous soil enclosed in the embrace
of the morainic amphitheater of the
Serra moraine hill
GRAPES
BLEND OF Barbera, Nebbiolo, Freisa,
Bonarda AND Neretto GRAPES .
HARVEST 2017 - AGEND IN WOODEN
BARRELS FOR 3 YEARS
ABV 13
APPEARANCE
Only in the best vintages is this wine
produced, which is obtained from a
selection of grapes harvested in
particularly suitable vineyards. After
an aging of about three years, the
wine is ruby red in color with orange
reflections, a spicy aroma, hints of red
fruits and a soft and full-bodied
palate.
SERVICE TEMPERATURE
15-18 degrees

RED
WINES
CANAVESE - WHITE LABEL
CANAVESE D.O.C.

Production zone
CALUSO (TO) Pidemont - ITALY
SOIL
siliceous soil enclosed in the embrace
of the morainic amphitheater of the
Serra moraine hill
GRAPES
BLEND OF Barbera, Nebbiolo, Freisa,
Bonarda AND Neretto GRAPES .
HARVEST 2020
ABV 12.5

APPEARANCE
Obtained from the selection of local
grapes vinified in modern vinifiers
that allow short macerations at a
controlled temperature. Following a
few months of refinement, a young
ruby red wine with fruity, spicy and
floral notes is obtained; dry,
harmonious and with a good flavor
on the palate.
SERVICE TEMPERATURE
15-18 degrees

SWEET
WINES
PASSITO

CALUSO PASSITO D.O.C.G.
Production zone
CALUSO (TO) Pidemont - ITALY
SOIL
siliceous soil enclosed in the embrace
of the morainic amphitheater of the
Serra moraine hill
GRAPES
100% ERBALUCE GRAPES .
HARVEST 2017
ABV 14.5

APPEARANCE
Caluso Passito is obtained from the
Erbaluce grape, only in the years in
which the whole and healthy bunches
reach excellent ripeness. The
particular care that is carried out in
the vineyard and the high insolation
of our hills allow the bunches to take
on a golden color and a high sugar
content. Only the best bunches are
used to produce this noble wine.
Following a natural drying of a few
months, and a traditional
vinification, a refinement takes place
for a minimum of 3 years.
SERVICE TEMPERATURE
14-16 degrees

PANACEA
28 centuries ago, in
Irpinia, two winegrowing culures,
Greek and Italic, met
here. Aglianico &
Fiano were born.

Welcome to Irpinia
It is the land of passage, the land that is at the center of the mountains of Italy as Virgil
sang over 2000 years ago. It is the land located between other lands: the Tavoliere delle
Puglie, the mountains of the Lucani and those of the Samnites; it is the land between two
seas: the Adriatic and the Tyrrhenian.
It is the land of pure spring waters, of intense green, of breathtaking landscapes, which
present beautiful mountains, an intrigue of valleys and hills, where the eye can grasp and
admire villages now lying, now perched, the profile of castles, imposing palaces, churches,
abbeys and convents, custodians of priceless works of art, testimonies of great value of
the various populations that have followed one another over the centuries. Woods of
oaks, alders, beeches and chestnuts, colorful meadows, extensive cultivations: the
vineyards, which already find evidence in the texts of Pliny, Columella and Strabone.
In Irpinia, 28 centuries ago, two of the greatest wine-growing cultures of all time met, the
Greek and the Italic; the first are linked to the Greco and Hellenico vines (which later
became Aglianico), to the second the Fiano grape, otherwise known as Latino. These
ancient vines have found a place of choice in Irpinia since the soil, of volcanic origin, is
rich in nutrients: the hills that flank the Calore river give home to the Aglianico vines,
on the hilly areas that flank the Sabato river the vines are grown of Fiano and Greco.
The soft hilly sunshine, at the limit between the Mediterranean and the continental ones,
coupled with the composition of the soil, creates the particular pedoclimatic conditions
necessary for the development of these varieties. The DOCG Greco di Tufo, due to the
uniqueness of the territorial conditions, is inserted between two other ineffable and very
rare denominations of millenary origin: Taurasi and Fiano di Avellino, the first red for
Aglianico grapes, the second white for Fiano grapes . A total of 3 DOCGs - the only ones in
Campania -, 18 DOCs and 9 IGTs, which constitute a local oenological heritage.

A company founded after years of experience
Safeguarding and enhancing Campania's viticultural heritage, native vines, Fiano, Greco,
Falanghina, Coda di Volpe, Aglianico, Taurasi, while at the same time seeking their
unexpressed potential.

The cellar
The mystery of wine explodes in the cellar. A supersophisticated production plant
Combines modern winemaking technology with traditional cellar methods. Fermentation
takes place at a controlled temperature in and for the aging of wines of character, small
wooden barrels are used.

WHITE
WINES
Greco Di Tufo
Greco DOCG
Production zone
IRPINIA Campania - ITALY
SOIL
Volcanic soil
GRAPES
100% White Greco Grapes
HARVEST 2018
ABV

DOCG WHITE WINE
produced
using
only
Greco
grapes, bright straw yellow in colour
its nose, a sensation of orange blossoms
and a hint of almonds, a rich, rounded
and full bodied flavor refined taste.
Ideal with octopus, mussel mozzarella
and gilt head.

WHITE
WINES
Fiano di Avellino
Fiano DOCG
Production zone
IRPINIA Campania - ITALY
SOIL
Volcanic soil
GRAPES
100% White FIANO Grapes
HARVEST 2019
ABV 13

DOCG WHITE WINE
Produced using only Fiano grapes,
bright straw yellow in colour, the
aroma, a mix of white flowers, stewed
apple, hazelnut and fennel leaf refined
and lasting taste, it goes well with
seafood, rich fish dishes, white meat.

WHITE
WINES
Campania Falanghina
Falanghina IGT
Production zone
IRPINIA Campania - ITALY
SOIL
Volcanic soil
GRAPES
100% White FALANGHINA Grapes
HARVEST 2018
ABV 12.5

IGT WHITE WINE
Produced
using
only
Falangina
grapes,straw yellow in colour, with a
pleasant fruity aroma of peach and
apple. Palatable and refreshing, taste
ready for immediate drink, excellent
on a tuna mousse, octopus salad, pilaf
rice with prawns and with sea food.

WHITE
WINES
Coda di volpe
IRPINIA DOC
Production zone
IRPINIA Campania - ITALY
SOIL
Volcanic soil
GRAPES
100% White Coda di Volpe Grapes
HARVEST 2018
ABV 13
DOC WHITE WINE
It has a more or less intense straw
yellow color, with slightly golden
hues, hints of ripe fruit and tropical
fruit on the nose. In the mouth it is
tasty, with an elegant taste, it should
be served at a temperature of about 10 °,
finds a pleasant combination with ham
appetizers, boiled white meats, soups and
grilled fish, oysters.

WHITE
WINES
Campania bianco
Blended White Wine IGT
Production zone
IRPINIA Campania - ITALY
SOIL
Volcanic soil
GRAPES
Blend of Falanghina, Coda di
volpe, Greco and Fiano Grapes
HARVEST 2019
ABV 12
IGT WHITE WINE
produced using Falanghina, Coda di
volpe, Greco and Fiano grapes. Straw
yellow in color, at the nose present a
hint of tropical fruits. It is very fresh
and enjoyable wine. Excellent on
appetizers, white meat and soups.

WHITE
WINES
Campania FIANO igt
Fiano White Wine IGT
Production zone
IRPINIA Campania - ITALY
SOIL
Volcanic soil
GRAPES
100% Fiano Grapes
HARVEST 2019
ABV 13
IGT WHITE WINE
It has a more or less intense straw
yellow color, with slightly golden
hues, hints of ripe fruit and tropical
fruit on the nose. In the mouth it is
tasty, with an elegant taste, it should
be served at a temperature of about 10 °
with raw seafood, peppered mussels,
anchovy pie, seafood salads, swordfish
steaks, grilled fish.

WHITE
WINES
CAMPANIA GRECO IGT
Greco White Wine IGT
Production zone
IRPINIA Campania - ITALY
SOIL
Volcanic soil
GRAPES
100% Greco Grapes
HARVEST 2018
ABV
IGT WHITE WINE
It has a more or less intense straw
yellow color, with slightly golden
hues, hints of ripe fruit and tropical
fruit on the nose. In the mouth it is
tasty, with an elegant taste, it should
be served at a temperature of about 10 °
with raw seafood, peppered mussels,
anchovy pie, seafood salads, swordfish
steaks, grilled fish.

RED
WINES
Campania Aglianico
Red Wine IGT
Production zone
IRPINIA Campania - ITALY
SOIL
Volcanic soil
GRAPES
100% Aglianico Grapes
HARVEST 2018
ABV 12
IGT RED WINE
Ruby red color, at nose it has the
sensation of berry fruits, in the mouth
is refreshing and enjoyable, it goes well
with every kind of meat dish and
mature cheeses.

RED
WINES
Irpinia Aglianico DOC
Aglianico Red Wine DOC
Production zone
IRPINIA Campania - ITALY
SOIL
Volcanic soil
GRAPES
100% Aglianico Grapes
HARVEST 2016
ABV 13
DOC RED WINE
Produced using only Aglianico grapes,
ruby red colour, and a pleasant fruity
bouquet with balsamic hints. Full
bodied with a soft richness. Ideal with
savory first courses, braised meats and
cheeses.

RED
WINES
Taurasi reserve DOCG
Aglianico Red Wine DOCG
Production zone
IRPINIA Campania - ITALY
SOIL
Volcanic soil
GRAPES
100% Aglianico Grapes
HARVEST 2015
ABV 14
DOCG RED WINE
Produced using only Aglianico grapes,
ruby red colour, and a pleasant fruity
bouquet with balsamic hints. Full
bodied with a soft richness. Ideal with
savory first courses, braised meats and
cheeses.

RED
WINES
Campania Rosso
Red Wine IGT
Production zone
IRPINIA Campania - ITALY
SOIL
Volcanic soil
GRAPES
100% Aglianico Grapes
HARVEST 2018
ABV 11.5
IGT RED WINE
Ruby red in color, at nose it has the
sensation of berry fruits. In the mouth
it is refreshing and enjoyable. It goes
well with every kind of meat dish and
mature cheeses.

ZANNINI
28 centuries ago, in
Irpinia, two winegrowing culures,
Greek and Italic, met
here. Aglianico &
Fiano were born.

The Zannini Winery
Wine producers since 1800, a century in which memory is lost, a thin thread binds
Domenico and his father Carlo, today followers of the anti-tradition, with Salvatore,
Antonio and again the great-grandfather Carlo who never made a reason for life and
passion of wine off.
From the ancient cellars dug into the tuff and the wooden barrels that plunged into it,
as if to contain a treasure of inestimable value, to the modern steel barrels with the
certainty that the wine is the same as what the ancient Romans called "Falerno" by tying it
to a territory, to that well-defined and restricted ager falernus.
Falciano del Massico and the place of production of "Campierti" are in the heart of the
ager falernus.
The vineyards, lying at the foot of Monte Massico, lie on a calcareous and clayey soil, and
the remains of ancient Roman kilns for amphorae that insist there are still today the
testimony of an inseparable link between that wine and the territory.
From this land, full of history, and from the passion of the Zannini family, this wine is born
which, although produced with modern winemaking techniques, remains, as in past
centuries, the immortal falernum..

RED
WINES
FALERNO DEL MASSICCIO
Red Wine DOP
Production zone
Falciano del Massico - Campania ITALY
SOIL
clayey-calcareous
GRAPES
100% Primitivo Grapes
HARVEST 2019
ABV 14
Storage: 9 months in steel, short
passage in barriques, refining 6 months
in the bottle.
Organoleptic characteristics: medium
intensity ruby red color, typical
primitive, ripe red fruit aromas are
perceived on the nose, the wine has a
medium volume on the palate with soft
and smooth tannins that balance the
alcohol well 15 vol.

RED
WINES
FALERNO DEL MASSICCIO
Reserve Red Wine DOP
Production zone
Falciano del Massico - Campania ITALY
SOIL
clayey-calcareous
GRAPES
100% Primitivo Grapes
HARVEST 2018
ABV 16
Storage: 20 months minimum tonneaux,
3 months in bottle
Organoleptic characteristics: ruby
red color typical of primitive, complex
nose, with good balance between spices
and ripe red fruit, round on the palate,
good structure with soft velvety
tannins.

RED
WINES
ARDENS
Red Wine
Production zone
Falciano del Massico - Campania ITALY
SOIL
clayey-calcareous
GRAPES
Primitivo and Aglianico Grapes
HARVEST 2018
ABV 14,5
STORAGE: 9 months in steel, short
passage in barriques, refining 3 months
in the bottle.
ORGANOLEPTIC CHARACTERISTICS: ruby
red color, red fruit aromas are
perceived on the nose, on the palate the
wine is of medium volume, medium
tannic.

SPIRITS

SCOCCIA
Amaro Scoccia comes
from the infusion of
fresh Sicilian Bitter
Orange peels with a
unique mix of bitter
herbs..

The SCOCCIA Bitter
The idea of the "Scoccia" brand comes from an inspiration linked to the mysterious world
of the Tibetan mandala, and contains within it,
through a sophisticated game of conncentric figures, the orange blossom flower.
The intersection of these fragrant concentric circles evokes the transition from flower
To fruit giving life to the orange, surmounted by its characteristic Mediterranean leaf.
The recipe for the amaro Scoccia is shrouded in mystery and has its roots in the skilful
distillation process handed down by our grandparents, according to an ancient recipe
of industrious monks who resided in a monastery built on the slopes of the Etna volcano.
The uncontaminated landscape of the island, and the lush and fertile wooded area have
meant that the orange-based recipe, which has come down to us today, was enriched with
the flavors and aromas present on Etna, giving the bitter a unique taste in which the
delicacy of orange marries with the decisive notes of the lava soil.

Italian
SPIRITS

SCOCCIA BITTTER
Orange Bitter
This bitter is born from the juicy Sicilian oranges,
the result of a skilful infusion process between
the bitter orange peel and a precious mix of
bitter herbs that gives Scoccia its characteristic
round and persistent flavor on the palate.
TASTE
The essence of bitter orange evokes the flavor of
the volcanic earth where trees grow in the
warm Sicilian sun from which we harvest the best
fruits to create a perfectly balanced product,
with a citrus scent and aftertaste.
TASTING
It is recommended to serve it chilled as a
digestive, or mix it to make cocktails or use it at
room temperature to flavor desserts, ice cream
and fruit.

GERLANDO
100% Sicilian
produced in
Caltagirone one of
the most beautiful
cities in Sicily,

AMARO GERLANDo story
Recipe

All macerations and infusions are made cold to capture the most intense aromas and keep
their organoleptic properties intact.

Enjoy it frozen

Amaro Gerlando gives its best when it is enjoyed iced. The herbs that make up this exclusive
recipe give life to a unique pleasure.

Unmistakable taste

Velvety taste. Unmistakable aroma. Experience involving the 5 senses.

IWSC International Spirit Competition

Amaro Gerlando boasts the SILVER medal in one of the most important competitions in the
world which takes place in London.

Great for cocktails

The taste of our dear Gerlando is very suitable for making cocktails

Homemade Tradition

The processing is totally artisanal and the product is filtered with gauze as our
ancestors did to keep the flavor and organoleptic properties of the gerlando bitter
product intact.

Italian
SPIRITS

AMARO GERLANDO
SICILIAN Bitter
amaro Gerlando, a bitterwith fresh herbs and
spices, completely artisanal, all worked strictly
by hand, filtered with gauze, bottled and labeled
always strictly by hand and ready to arrive on
your tables
100% Sicilian
We produce Gerlando in Caltagirone one of the
most beautiful cities in Sicily, known for the
Staircase of Santa Maria del Monte built in 1606 in
order to connect the ancient part of
Caltagirone to the new city.
100% handcrafted
Our beloved Gerlando is produced strictly
following the recipe handed down, filtered with
gauze we keep intact the taste, aromas and
organoleptic properties.
100% Natural
It is important to remember that our Gerlando is
produced exclusively without any kind of
"natural flavorings", dyes and caramel.

talia
The Sicilian territory
has always been known
for its ancient recipes of
bitters and for the
traditions of liqueurs
handed down that over
time have been
appreciated all over the
world.

TALIA story
"Talia" was born in Palermo, from the new project of Sikania srl, with the aim of enhancing
the wonderful raw materials of our land by combining the ancient arts with new
processing techniques and proposing the delicacies of the island beyond its borders
territorial.
Thanks to an attentive and passionate team of expert collaborators and to the skilful
preparation with herbal infusions and citrus peels, "Talìa" is currently able to offer a wide
range of liqueurs and bitters that has already conquered the palate of many gourmets
and refined connoisseurs, completely free of color additives and preservatives.

Enjoy it frozen
All TALIA products give their best when consumed very cold

Italian
SPIRITS
TALìA CHE AMARO!
SICILIAN Bitter
Amaro Talia is composed of an infusion of eleven
expertly prepared herbs, including sweet orange,
bitter orange, mint,
licorice and pink pepper The mix of these
fragrances give our Amaro a strong flavor with
a unique aftertaste.
100% Sicilian
We produce TALIA in PALERMO..
INGREDIENTS
water, alcohol, sugar, infusion of aromatic
herbs, natural aromas, caramelized sugar.
100% Natural
completely free
preservatives.
ABV 28
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Italian
SPIRITS
TALìA CHE LIMONCELLO!
LIQUEUR OF SICILIAN LEMONS
that limoncello has a unique and true
protagonist: the lemon!
Over the centuries, Sicily has been recognized as
the most important region devoted to the
production of citrus fruits.
In particular, the lemons present in our Conca
d'Oro have conquered Italian tables over time
and are known for their nutritional properties
and the benefits they bring to the human body.
It is no coincidence that today the lemon has
conquered the title of fruit of well-being and
health. Thanks to the combination of ancient
and innovative preparations techniques today it
is possible to taste an infusion with digestive
properties, which has the advantage of mixing
pleasure and health: Here you are Talìa che
Limoncello!
An excellent digestive to savor after meals and a
valid ingredient for the preparation of both
sweet and savory recipes, cakes and numerous
cocktails.
100% Sicilian
We produce TALIA in PALERMO..
INGREDIENTS
Ingredients: water, sugar, infusion of fresh
lemon peel (30%), alcohol..
100% Natural
completely free
preservatives.
ABV 28
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Italian
SPIRITS
TALìA CHE ARANCELLO!
LIQUEUR OF SICILIAN ORANGES
Sicilian oranges are a worldwide renowned
product, particularly known for their ability to
bring to the human body an abundant quantity
of vitamins of groups A, B and C. The properties of
citrus are a real panacea for human health, since
they reinforce the immune system and facilitate
the absorption of iron.
Considering the benefits they provide, Sicilian
oranges are the workhorse chosen by the Team
for our TALìA CHE ARANCELLO liqueur!
With an intense aroma and strong taste,
produced with an infusion of orange peels, our
TALIA CHE ARANCELLO gives a unique experience,
full of taste, flavor and smell of Sicilian orange.
100% Sicilian
We produce TALIA in PALERMO..
INGREDIENTS
Ingredients: water, sugar, infusion of orange peel
(30%), alcohol.
100% Natural
completely free
preservatives.
ABV 28
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Italian
SPIRITS
TALIA CHE MANDARINO!
LIQUEUR OF SICILIAN MANDARINS
To complete the citrus trio there could only be
mandarin.
In fact, the Sicilian mandarin is the undisputed
king of a liqueur with a delicate taste, full of
fragrance, sweet, fresh and one of a kind.
Our TALIA CHE MANDARIN LIQUEUR is made from
an infusion with tangerine peel from Sicily, rich
in essential oils.
Its peculiarities make it an excellent digestive
typical of the Sicilian tradition, ideal to be
enjoyed cold after meals or to be used to flavor
sweets and fruit salads.
100% Sicilian
We produce TALIA in PALERMO..
INGREDIENTS
Ingredients: water, sugar, infusion of fresh
mandarin peel (30%)
100% Natural
completely free
preservatives.
ABV 28
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TThe famous
"hazelnut of
Giffoni" becomes
a liqueur of the
Italian tradition

OUR ROOTS

With Tondo the raw material, the Tonda di Giffoni cultivar hazelnut, rises to a sensory
experience to become unique. Tondo is a liqueur of excellence obtained from the magical
understanding between man and nature, between human work and the vocation of the
territory, it spreads and defends rural culture, invites you to the place of production for
memorable, unrepeatable experiences. In a world of raw materials of dubious origin,
anonymous, Tondo is proud to show you the hazelnut groves where the Tonda di Giffoni
cultivar hazelnut is grown and pampered.
Artisan Liqueur
The liqueur is an infusion, inspired by an ancient family recipe.
Refined
Each step of the supply chain is studied in detail in order to preserve the natural and
traditional characteristics of the product.
Natural
Obtained from natural and carefully selected ingredients without any dyes, additives or
preservatives.
Excellent quality raw materials
With Tondo the raw material, the Tonda di Giffoni cultivar hazelnut, rises to a sensory
experience to become unique.
100% vegetable
The processing meticulously respects every step of an ancient recipe without the use of
machinery, which guarantees a very high artisan quality and an unmistakable taste.
Experiential
Tondo is an amber infusion, on the nose it expresses itself with all the intensity of the
toasted Giffoni tonda cultivar hazelnut, revealing itself to be decidedly penetrating. On
the palate it is decisive, with a beautiful personality and long persistence.
Enjoy it cold
For a great taste experience, I want you to taste our liqueur between 2 and 4 degrees.

Italian
SPIRITS
LIQUORETONDO
hazelnut liqueur
Cultivar "Tonda di Giffoni"
The liqueur is an infusion, inspired by an ancient
family craft recipe, each step of the supply chain
is taken care of down to the smallest detail in
order to preserve the natural and traditional
characteristics of the product. Precisely for this
reason no machinery is used. Obtained from
natural and carefully selected ingredients
without any dyes, additives or preservatives.
Particular attention to roasting temperatures
give us a unique, intense and persistent aroma.
The toasted hazelnut is gently crushed by hand
with a special hammer and then added to a
mixture of selected spices. After a few days of
maceration, the liqueur sees the light and
overwhelms us with its intense and refined
aroma, a strong and aromatic taste that tells us
about the flavors of the territory.
100% campania - "tonda di giffoni" hazelnut
We produce TALIA in GIFFONI Sei CASALI salerno itlay.
INGREDIENTS
Ingredients: Alcohol, water, sugar, Cultivar
hazelnut infusion “Tonda di Giffoni”, spices,
without added colorings.
ABV 27
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